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Dear Students,

Director’s Desk 

At InsightsIAS, we passionately dedicate ourselves not only to impart the best training to civil 

service aspirants in the country but also to produce the finest officers for this nation. We are have 

constantly introduced innovations into our programs to meet the standard and demands of the 

civil service exams. 

 

Our PSIR optional classes and test series (Online and offline) conducted by our renowned faculty 

Mr. Nikhil K Gowda has given quality guidance to many aspirants over past two years. To further 

provide quality content to PSIR students we are starting a new initiative News2Notes monthly 

Magazine to provide best quality content for PSIR optional. I would also take this opportunity to 

thank Karthik and Meghashree who have contributed in bringing out this content. 

 

News2Notes initiative will give you the necessary quality content, current examples and 

important quotes which can be readily used in exams and would help in maximizing your PSIR 

optional marks, we hope all of you would benefit from this initiative.  

 

Being India’s topmost website for IAS aspirants (with1.5 lakh unique daily visitors). We have a 

team that works round the clock to provide you the best possible resources to succeed in the UPSC 

civil service exam. If you make use of what we offer to you, you will taste success sooner         than all 

your competitors. For this tough exam we have the right guidance and resources ready for you. 

 
 

Best Regards, 

 

VINAY KUMAR G B 



Testimony by Netra Meti – Rank AIR 326 
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Challenges before Trade Unions in India 
Syllabus: GS 2: Pressure groups; PSIR, Paper 1B: Party system 

Context: Repel of Farm laws 

 With the repelling of farm laws farmers protest has been successful. Solidarity about the issue, 

political legitimacy and capacity to hurt the opponents have been characteristic of Farm protests.
 

 However, the same is not the case with the labour movement in India. The Union government recently 

passed 4 labour codes consolidating hundreds of labour laws in the country. However trade unions are 

dissatisfied with the law because

 
o Trade unions allege the government of not consulting them while passing the law. 

o The law was passed with much debate in the parliament 

      
 Reasons for the failure of Labor movements in India 

 
 Political affiliation: Almost all the Central Trade Unions (CTU) are affiliated to political parties. For 

example, Bharathiya Mazdoor Sangh to BJP 

 Unorganised and scattered: In Spite of 400 million labour force, they are unable to have political 

impact 

 Unemployment and Underemployment: The labour movement cannot last longer because of the 

fear of losing jobs 

 Fight against Neo-liberal ideology: The Labour movement needs strong academic discourse to 

tide against the agenda of privatisation and flexible labour markets because even international 

institutes like the World Bank and IMF support labour reforms. 

 CTU has been successful in blocking reforms at the central level; however, they are not successful 

at regional level. 

 

Labour movement have to come up with new collective strategy in order to achieve their objectives 

Source: 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-many-challenges-before-trade- 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-many-challenges-before-trade-unions/article37758071.ece
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unions/article37758071s.ece 
 
 
 
 

 

Judicial Inactivism 
Topic: Salient Features of the Indian Constitution: The Preamble, Fundamental Rights and Duties, Directive 

Principles; Parliamentary System and Amendment Procedures; Judicial Review and Basic Structure doctrine. 

(The below content can be used in Judicial Inactivism) 

 
What is Judicial Inactivism? 

It is recognition of the possibility that judges might fail to perform the minimal components of the judicial 

function. 

 
Why it is Cause of concern? 

According to Gautam Bhatia 

 The violation of rights, whether through executive or legislative action -it is relatively costless for 

the state; it is the individuals pay the price for constitutionally guaranteed rights. 
 

 If constitution (Supreme court is guardian) is entirely ineffective if a rights violating status quo 

is allowed to exist and perpetuate for months or years 

 It involves question of State power and 

accountability Examples 

 Effectively diluted Article 370 of the Indian constitution and bifurcated the state of Jammu and 

Kashmir into two union territories controlled by center 
 

o Question of Centre can take advantage of an article 365 in a state when no elected 

government or assembly is in existence to make permanent irreversible alterations 
 

o Whether under constitution union legislative has the authority not simply to alter 

state boundaries, also to degrade state into union territory 
 

o It also means that Indian federal structure is entirely at the mercy of parliament 
 

 Another long pending case is the constitutional challenge to the electoral bond scheme, it 

authorizes limitless, anonymous, corporate donations to political party 
 

o Impacting not only the integrity of election process but also constitutional right of citizens to 

an informed voter 
 

 More recently, constitutional challenges to the citizenship (Amendment) Act, filed in the immediate 

aftermath remained unheard 
 

 Section 43(D)(5) of Unlawful Activities (Prevention)Act, which makes the grant bail effectively 

impossible, directly affects civil rights of several people as it continues on regular basis 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-many-challenges-before-trade-unions/article37758071.ece
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Way Forward 

Between the individual and the state, there exists a substantial asymmetry of power. Judicial Evasion of this 

kind is also damaging for the accountability of the judiciary itself 

 
Sources:https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/a-docket-full-of-unresolved-constitutional- 

cases/article37874576.ec 

 
 

Democratic road to despotism 
Context: Joe Biden has organized a Democracy Summit. 

 
Jean Keane the author of the article argues, there is decline in global democracies. For example: Hong Kong, 

Myanmar, Belarus etc. But this was not the case a few decades ago. Democracy was a blessing back then. For 

instance, the ending of Apartheid, Arab Spring, and Tulip Revolutions was because of the surge in the 

democratic values. 

However, today citizens have been imprisoned, executed for talking about democracy. This could be seen in 

Hong Kong, Myanmar etc. Today authoritarian regimes are openly criticising the Western democratic theory 

and have come up with their own idea of democracy. For instance China is critical about American Style of 

Liberal democracy. 

Today the world is moving towards Despotism. The author describes it as “Phantom Democracy”. i.e. 

illusionary democracy. Despotism is the strong state where rulers are skilled to manipulate the lives of the 

people to garner support. They do so by means of election campaigns, think tanks, public opinion and along 

with some coercion when required. Popular sovereignty is the mantra. 

 

 

 
In other words: Despotism is hard government in soft velvet form.  

The author describes India and the United States the largest and oldest democracies being the midwives 

of despotism. He argues, despotism and democracy are entangled and despotism is in the embryonic stage 

in democratic world. 

He further argues, the populist promises during the election, lobbying, corruption, inequality, nexus between 

corporates and government in these democratic nations has led to decrease in the quality of life in 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/a-docket-full-of-unresolved-constitutional-cases/article37874576.ec
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/a-docket-full-of-unresolved-constitutional-cases/article37874576.ec
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Countries like China, Iran, and Turkey are criticizing the bad quality of life in these democratic nations and thus 

pushing their own version of democracy and leading to despotism. The recent developments in world are hints 

to the democrats to strengthen the democracy in true spirit so that it is not completely taken over by the 

discourse of despotism 

Quote for a note 

 
Source: https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/the-democratic-road-to-despotism-7661462 

 
 
 
 

 

Fathoming the new world disorder 
Syllabus: PSIR: Paper 2B – Recent developments in Indian Foreign Policy 

2021 will go down as one of the pivotal years in post-cold war period. The USA withdrawal from Afghanistan 

will have far reaching effects on the global politics. 

The power fatigue 

 According to Stanley Johnny, withdrawal of USA from Afghanistan has two narratives. One, there is 

major realignment in the foreign policy of USA and rejects comparison between Vietnam War and 

Afghan withdrawal. Second, USA lost war similar to Vietnam War and made an exit from 

Afghanistan.
 

 However the author argues it is due to great power fatigue, USA withdrew from Afghanistan. The 

great power means great powers losing out to smaller powers. As they say USA does not lose war, 

but only lose interest. He quotes similar examples from history where Britain had to withdrew from 

it Suez canal adventure after USA intervention, similarly USSR had to withdrew from Afghanistan in 

1989, and USA withdrawal from Vietnam War.

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/the-democratic-road-to-despotism-7661462
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Decline in USA hegemony 

 The author argues there is no doubt USA is still super power because of its military and economic 

might. However, its ability to shape geo-politics in the world has decreased. For instance, it failed to 

stop Russia from annexing Crimea from Ukraine, haste withdrawal from Afghanistan, and failed to 

bring in order in Iraq and Syria after the war. The rivals of USA are challenging the US centric rule 

sbased order.
 

Challenges and Strategic dilemma 

 At present, Russia is amassing troops to Ukraine borders. Second Iran has rejected direct talks with 

USA regarding nuclear deal with the sanction’s withdrawal. Third China violating Taiwan airspace 

frequently.
 

 The USA is in the strategic dilemma on its course of action. One, if it imposes economic sanction on 

Russia, it would make Russia-China bonding strong and strengthen their Eurasian partnership. Second, 

if USA withdraws sanctions against Iran before the talks it would be sign of weakness. And if it 

continues with sanctions, Iran would enrich nuclear substance.
 

Thus USA is in dilemma to focus on China and prepare for next bipolar contest or act as global police man 

for the present international order 

Sources: 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/fathoming-the-new-world-disorder/article37947499.ece 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/fathoming-the-new-world-disorder/article37947499.ece
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The story of Indian democracy written in blood and betrayal 
Syllabus: GS 2; PSIR: Paper 1B 

Context: Revoking Article 370 and Article 35A 

Prathap Banu Mehta is been extremely critical regarding the revocation of special status to Jammu and 

Kashmir when it was under president’s rule. He criticizes that the present state do not recognize law, liberty 

and morality and it has made mockery of democracy and deliberation. 

The Narrative 

 Article 370 was criticized for being discriminatory thus it must go.

 It is also argued that the provision was tool for separatism and not integration.

 The article did nothing good for Kashmiris as well as it was mostly occupied by military

 The gulf between Kashmir and rest of India is increasing

 The author has criticized that the state has betrayed its own constitutional promise of asymmetric 

federalism. He further argues that this is just precedent for invalidating all of the asymmetric federal 

structure. He went on to say India would simply union of union territory at the discretion of Center.

 

 
Implications 

 The author argues military solution is not ideal. He has warned of increased radicalization across the 

country due to the fear.

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 He argues that this was the symbol of declining of democracy failing and descending towards 

majoritarianism.

 Even opposition is not taken into account while taking such a important decision.

 The propaganda of nationalism is on the rise.

He concludes by saying it is not Indianization of Kashmir but potentially Kashmirisation of India. 

However, Retd. Lt. General Deepak Hooda doesn’t agree with Prathap Banu Mehta. 

 He argues that it is win-win situation for all. He expects law and order to be disturbed, but he is 

confident of military handling it. He also expects Pakistan to internationalize the issue.
 

 Thus, he suggests to look Kashmir beyond security angle and work on Communication strategy 

to turn youth away from radicalization
 

Another Military general Syed Ata Hasnain argues that, Kashmir issue is the result of the non – professional 

political leaders like Trump and Imran Khan, with Trump publicly showing interest in mediating between 

India and Pakistan 

Maitabl Mattoo professor at JNU argues that autonomy of J&Ks was a myth with Article 370 intact. Most of 

the provisions were applicable expect residents’ criteria and altering the boundaries. 

He argues the move is part of larger geopolitics shaping the region. For instance, Pakistan- China all weather 

friendship, CPEC etc. 

Though revocation of Article 370 is internal matter of India, it will have everlasting impact on geopolitics of 

the region. 

Source: 

https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/jammu-kashmir-article-370-scrapped-special-status- 

amit-shah-narendra-modi-bjp-5880797/ 

 
 
 
 

 

Globalization: time to look at historic mistakes to plot the future 
Syllabus: PSIR: Paper 2A, Globalization: responses from developed and developing nations 

Joseph Stiglitz in his book Globalization and its Discontents explain why there was so much dissatisfaction 

with globalization within the developing countries. Quite simply, many believed the system was rigged 

against them, and global trade agreements were singled out for being particularly unfair. 

Why discontent among developed nations? 

 Now discontent with globalization has fuelled a wave of populism in the US and other advanced 

economies, led by politicians who claim that the system is unfair to their countries.
 

 In developed nations the agenda of globalization is set behind closed doors by multinational 

companies, at the expense of the workers and ordinary citizens. Workers have seen their wages fall 

and also disappearance of their job in recent times.   The main objectives of globalization was to 

weaken the bargaining power of workers in order get cheap labors

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/jammu-kashmir-article-370-scrapped-special-status-amit-shah-narendra-modi-bjp-5880797/
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/jammu-kashmir-article-370-scrapped-special-status-amit-shah-narendra-modi-bjp-5880797/
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There are three responses to globalized discontent with globalization. 

1. Las Vegas Strategy: In this approach we double down on the bet on globalization and hope that it 

would recover in the future. 
 

2. Trumpism: To cut oneself off from globalization. Example: ‘America First’ strategy from Trump. Trade 

wars and rise in protectionism. This approach is bound to fail because, today advanced manufacturing 

technology including robots, means that the few jobs created will require higher skills and will be 

placed at different locations than the jobs that were lost. 
 

3. Social protection without protectionism: Nordic countries had to have a social contract that helped 

workers move from old jobs to new and provide some help in the interim. These countries recognized 

that if globalization has to work, then the benefits should reach all. 
 

Nordic countries have shown, a market economy can take forms that temper the excesses of both capitalism 

and globalization, and deliver more sustainable growth and higher standards of living for most citizens. It has 

become evident, if we do not manage globalization so that it benefits all, the backlash – from the New 

 
Discontents in   the   north   and   the   Old   Discontents   in   the   south   is   at   risk   of   intensifying. 

 
Source:https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/dec/05/globalisation-time-look-at-past-plot-the- 

future-joseph-stiglitz 

 
 
 
 

 

25 years after globalization, India is richer but more unequal 
Syllabus: PSIR: Paper 2A, Globalization: responses from developed and developing nations 

India marked its 25th anniversary of joining the list of globalizing nations. While lifting India’s Gross Domestic 

Product, globalization has increased an already wide chasm between a rich minority and poor majority. 

India’s path towards globalization 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/dec/05/globalisation-time-look-at-past-plot-the-future-joseph-stiglitz
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/dec/05/globalisation-time-look-at-past-plot-the-future-joseph-stiglitz
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 The New Economic Policy, introduced by the Indian government in 1991, morphed into a 

compendium of economic Liberalisation, privatization and opening up to the world.
 

 New Economic Policy has come to be viewed as combining India’s entry into a globalizing world with 

its adoption of the neoliberal model of economic development – a brainchild of the International 

Monetary Fund and the World Bank

o The Washington Consensus, model requires a government to reduce the state’s role in the 

economy, cut state spending and subsidies, abolish price controls, privatize public 

undertakings, reduce tariffs, welcome foreign direct investment, and regulate the financial 

sector lightly 
 

Embracing globalization 

 In India the New Economic Policy's architect was Manmohan Singh, had once served as chief trade 

economist at the UN Conference on Trade and Development, an associate of the IMF and the World 

Bank
 

 Pursuit of this policy resulted in annual economic growth breaking out of the 3-5% band of the pre- 

1991 era and redistribution of the extra wealth has been skewed
 

 It resulted in those who already better off have improved their living standards further whereas the 

large majority who lagged behind before have stagnated or grown poorer.
 

Reasons for embracing globalization 

 India’s embracing of globalization came in the wake of an international crisis.

  Following Iraq’s invasion and occupation of Kuwait in August 1990 and the subsequent loss of their 

petroleum exports, the price of oil rocketed and remittances of the reduced Indian workforce in the 

Gulf fell.
 

 By the 1991, Delhi’s foreign exchange reserves fell to $1.21 billion, just enough to cover about two 

weeks of imports.
 

 The government faced the unpalatable prospect of defaulting on sovereign loans and approached the 

IMF for assistance which came with strings attached.
 

LPG Reforms 

 The financial crisis gave a fillip to free marketeers who urged Prime Minister PV Narasimha Rao to 

undertake far-reaching transformation of the economy.
 

 The government abolished import quotas, slashed tariffs from over 100% to a range of 25 to 36%, and 

ended industrial licensing except for defense and national strategy enterprises.

 

 

 Public-sector monopolies were limited to security, national strategy, nuclear power and railways.

 Private investment was allowed in banking, insurance, telecommunications and air travel. Foreign 

companies were permitted equity up to 51% in 34 industries.

Rapid expansion and IT boom 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 From 1991 to 1996, average annual GDP expansion was 6.7%. India’s foreign exchange reserves rose 

to $22.74 billion
 

 Besides economic Liberalisation, other extraneous factors came into play, independent of domestic 

policies.

o The arrival of mobile phones and the internet, and the other was the high-tech revolution in 

information technology. 
 

o A study by the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations showed that 

the states with 10% higher mobile phone penetration produced 1.2% higher economic growth 

than those with lower telephone density. 
 

 Information Technology, along with its allied business process outsourcing sector has benefited 

India, helping to boost its foreign earnings
 

 The industry’s contribution to India’s exports soared from 4% in 1998-1999 to about 25% in 2012- 

2013.
 

 Pressured by the World Trade Organization and the IMF, India started withdrawing market controls 

and curtailing subsidies for such agricultural inputs as chemical fertilizers and diesel.
 

Inequality as a fruit 

 The general lack of rural development and neglect of poverty alleviation has meant continuing 

malnutrition and post-New Economic Policy decade indebted farm households nearly doubled
 

 At the other end of the economic spectrum, the number of dollar billionaires in India has jumped. 

Between 2004 and 2015, their number rocketed from 13 to 111, the third-largest after the United 

States and China, according to an annual list published by the Chinese magazine Hurun

Government Programs to reduce inequality 

 National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, guaranteeing households 100 days of work to build or 

repair village infrastructure.
 

 National Food Security Act to provide subsidized food grains to about two thirds of India’s population
 

Conclusion 

A panoramic view of the past quarter century indicates that advance of the New Economic Policy has not been 

smooth. Increased GDP growth has come at the cost of ever-widening inequality. Grassroots resistance to 

the New Economic Policy in India’s democratic environment has made its progress intermittent. 

 
Source: https://scroll.in/article/812373/25-years-after-liberalisation-india-must-realise-that-wealth-isnt- 

development-unless-it-is-share

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://scroll.in/article/812373/25-years-after-liberalisation-india-must-realise-that-wealth-isnt-development-unless-it-is-shared
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Women Are Not Born. They’re made! 
Syllabus: PSIR Paper 1A: Ideologies, Feminism 

Simon de Beauvoir’s famous French Feminist in her book “The Second Sex”, had made a famous statement 

“One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman”. She argues, Femininity does not arise from differences in 

biology, psychology, or intellect. Rather, femininity is a construction of civilization, a reflection not of 

“essential” differences in men and women but of differences in their situation. Woman is not born fully 

formed; she is gradually shaped by her upbringing. Biology does not determine what makes a woman a 

woman—a woman learns her role from man and others in society. 

The social and cultural conditioning: 

It’s so strange that many generations together, the women are taught the practices like the place of wife is 

at the feet of her husband, the good of husband is the actual good for wife, women’s prime responsibility is 

household chores, women’s should be religious more than the men and making rule-books in the name of 

customs to curb all possible way the women could flourish! 

The girls (and also boys) even are made to believe (if needed, forcefully) their position is always after the 

men/boys. Since childhood, they are never taught that they are equal to men in all possibilities and all 

responsibilities have to be equally shared and vice versa. 

                                          
 
 
 

Situation in present context: 

Yes, today, we don’t have the custom of burning sati and all other extreme brutal practices against women 

nor we necessarily need to follow the customs like fasting. The strengths of the customs have slackened. 

Today’s women, mostly, are exempted from all these and enjoy much higher freedom that the women of 

previous generations could ever think of. 

Although the situation has improved it is still far from giving women equal rights and freedom to women in 

21st century. Even today female labor participation is very less compared to men. For instance in India Female 

labor participation is 16% and it has worsened during pandemic. Glass ceiling at workplace is another 

problem. Wage gap is ever increasing. 

Even today females in upper middle class and well to do families do not encourage women to work. The 

daily soaps on television portray women as “Adarsh Bahu (Daughter-in-law)” rather than empowered 

women that has further increased the social conditioning in the society. 

The data of a study that shows that girls as young as 8–16 years, with their parents’ encouragement & money, 

start manicure, hair styling, laser surgery and even breast implants. It shows two things, (a dangerous trend) 

— the kids (girls) are losing their childhood. Since childhood they are busy in looking 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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good. 

Second, we are still nurturing our girls to please others (their partners/men). So when no boy /man likes 

them, they are depressed. They think their lives are wasted. 

The difference is now their wings are not clipped, but they are afraid to fly! Or forgotten to fly? Or, lost the 

directions while flying midway? 

Even today the parents give the dolls, cooking utensils so that the girls can play child rearing, cooking, and 

kitchen work respectively and so on. This has led to existential crisis for women, and hindered to utilize 

their full potential. 

We’re so obsessed in making our girls look good, that we often forget to raise them as themselves and as 

the women they are meant to be or they want to be! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Sources: https://medium.com/ @shatomitasudipptoghosh/wo men-are-not-born-theyre- made-3d9b0f4c4238 

 
 

 

China’s Global Hybrid Warfare 
Context: Rise of assertive China in recent times 

 Brahma Chellany is very critical of China’s Hybrid Warfare Strategy to gain control over its territorial 

claims that are disputed. He describes Hybrid Warfare as “Three Warfares” containing “lawfare”, 

“psychological warfare”, “public opinion warfare”.
 

 China has been able to get significant territorial claims by this strategy without having to fire a shot. 

China of late has been using its rubber stamp parliament to enact domestic laws which violate 

international laws and conventions. For instance, National security act of Hong Kong violated treaty 

with United Kingdom to maintain freedom of speech and democratic setup in Hong Kong
 

 Similarly, Land borders law gave Chinese armed forces to use force in the disputed territory in 

Himalayas.   The Coast Guard law legitimized China’s claims over the disputed South   China Sea. 

China also changed the names of 80 islands and reefs to Mandarin. It has also created two

administrative districts to have control over Spratly and Paracel islands which is the clear violation 

of United nations Convention on Laws of sea. 
 

 Going by the trend there is fear that China may repel the Anti- secession law and try to annex Taiwan 

by force. China has violated Taiwan airspace on many occasions and created a psychological fear.
 

 China has been using its media to criticize the Democracy summit organized by USA and propagating 

its own version of democracy to the world. This propaganda may specially attract those countries who 

have been left out of the summit. For example, Bangladesh.
 

 
It’s impossible to think about the welfare of the world 
unless the condition of women is improved. It’s impossible 
for a bird to fly on only one wing! 

Swami Vivekananda 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
:%20https:/medium.com/
https://medium.com/%40shatomitasudipptoghosh/women-are-not-born-theyre-made-3d9b0f4c4238
https://medium.com/%40shatomitasudipptoghosh/women-are-not-born-theyre-made-3d9b0f4c4238
https://medium.com/%40shatomitasudipptoghosh/women-are-not-born-theyre-made-3d9b0f4c4238
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 Thus world leaders have to wake up and form concrete strategy before its too late to stop China’s 

Hybrid warfare
 

Source: https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/china-xi-jinping-three-warfares-by-brahma- 

chellaney-2021-12?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=organic-social&utm_campaign=page-posts- 

december21&utm_post-type=link&utm_format=16:9&utm_creative=link-image&utm_post-date=2021-12- 

10 

 
 
 
 

 

Russia, a legacy relationship with limitations 
Syllabus: GS 2: International relations; PSIR: Paper 2B- Global power centres 

Context: 21st India-Russia summit 

Moscow-New Delhi ties, currently fraying under the pressure of larger global power shifts. 

 

 
Constraints: 

 The realities of global balance of power have shrunk the robustness in the relations. For instance, 

US- China rivalry

 Bilateral trade:  It is around 10 billion far lower than with China and USA.

 Very less people-to-people contacts compared to USA

 Regional grouping of Quad with USA, Japan and Australia has hindered relationship

 

Dynamics of the relations 

Happymon Jacob has analyzed the relation between India, Russia, China and USA as six-way relationship. 

He has used to concept of primary and secondary antagonisms to explain the dynamics of region. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/china-xi-jinping-three-warfares-by-brahma-chellaney-2021-12?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=organic-social&utm_campaign=page-posts-december21&utm_post-type=link&utm_format=16%3A9&utm_creative=link-image&utm_post-date=2021-12-10
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US-China 

US-Russia US- India India- China India-Russia Russia-China 
     

The six-way relationship 

 He argues US-China rivalry is antagonism of first order and rest of the relations are antagonism of 

second order. For instance India-China a second order relationship is the product of primary 

antagonism of US-China and regional political rivalry.
 

 US antagonism with Russia has further complicated the relation between India-Russia. For instance 

CAATSA sanctions threat for buying S-400. This has also resulted in close relation between Russia- 

China.
 

 However the rise of assertive China in its traditional sphere has forces Russia to have talk with both 

India and USA to balance China.
 

 Growing India’s relation with USA has made Russia and China more closer than ever. To quote Russian 

foreign minister Sergio Lavrov saying Russia-China relationship are at all-time high. The Chinese 

aggression towards India would further make India to move towards USA thus resulting in strained 

relations with Russia.
 

Therefore India has to balance delicately between Russia along with USA. The area where both can co- 

operate are: 

 Afghanistan: with exit of USA, Moscow can help New Delhi with more flexible strategy unlike USA 

which maintained status quo
 

 Iran: India along with Russia can help reviving Joint comprehensive plan of action.

 Indian ocean region: Russia is expanding its influence is western Indian ocean where India has high 

stakes

India should stay is course and  maintain  good  relation  with Russia amid  high  stakes and  geo-political 

contestations 

Sources:https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/russia-a-legacy-relationship-with- 

limitations/article37904613.ec
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India’s ‘Look East’ Policy (LEP) 
 

India’s ‘Look East’ Policy (LEP) did not begin in the 1990s. It has evolved in four different waves over centuries. 

The first wave of cultural and commercial engagement between India and its extended eastern neighbours 

lasted until the 12th /13th century. To this was added a strong strategic dimension by the British Empire in 

India during the second wave. The leaders of independent India, particularly Nehru, took the lead in launching 

the third wave by focussing on East Asia as an important part of India’s policy of Asian resurgence. However, 

the imperatives of the Cold War, intra-Asian conflict and rivalries, and India’s weaknesses on economic and 

military fronts did not let its Asia policy blossom. 

 
 

 

 
What is identified as India’s LEP since the early 1990s constitutes the fourth wave of India’s eastward 

(re)engagement. Under the strategic thrust of this policy, India has not only reinforced its economic and 

cultural relations with the countries of ASEAN and East Asia, but also firmed up strategic relations with them 

through extensive consultations on regional and global security issues and consistent cooperation in defense 

sectors involving military supplies and naval exercises. India’s strategic vision for the East extends to the whole 

of Asia-Pacific region as India has manifested both its willingness and capability to play a critical role in the 

emerging strategic dynamics and architecture for this region. 

Issues with India’s look east and act east policies 
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According to S.D Muni, 

The challenge for India’s LEP comes from three areas – 

1. The rise of China: According to Sanjaya Baru, This was first triggered by China’s impressive staging of 

the Beijing Olympics in 2008, with Southeast Asia’s ethnic Chinese deriving vicarious pride. China’s 

response to the 2008-09 financial crisis and its growing economic role in the region added to its 

improved standing among both local business and civil society. Off late China has been very assertive 

in South China Sea. 
 

2. The capabilities and drive of the policy establishments at home: 
 

 Domestic politics: 

o Southeast Asian civil society, Islamic faith defines another large segment. Growing 

concern about Hindu majoritarianism in India has impacted civil society attitudes in 

countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore. Bangladesh is the gateway 

to India’s act east policy. However due to the controversial Citizen Amendment Act the 

relation between both the countries is passing through low phase. This has led to 

decrease in India’s soft power in the region. 

 Pandemic has, curiously, generated a pro-China sentiment among the region’s ethnic Chinese 

communities and many see China as having handled the challenge efficiently while India is seen 

to have bungled. 

 Economy: 

o External affairs minister S Jaishankar in his book The India way says, “Economics drives 

diplomacy”. India after demonetization in 2016 and due to Covid-19 lately has not 

performed well in economic growth. China on other hand recovered from the pandemic 

and growing at good pace. 
 

o China has deep pockets in Asia-Pacific region. China is largest trading partner to most of 

ASEAN countries. India doesn’t have such deep pockets to compete with China. 
 

o India, recently disagreed to sign RCEP, which would be largest trade deal in the world in 

terms of economic value. This is seen as a symbol of weakness on part of India. Shyam 

saran former ambassador to China expressed his displeasure as “India is in the periphery 

of geopolitics and economics in the region” and it is not in alignment with India’s act east 

policy. 
 

3. The fluid strategic triangle of India, China and the US: 
 

 India’s act east policy do not completely overlap with Asia pivot policy of USA. Increase in 

engagement with USA in the region should not deviate India from having its own strategy to fulfill 

its interest. 
 

 India cannot expect full support from ASEAN countries to Quad initiative, because most of the 

countries are highly dependent on China for essential supplies. 
 

India’s act east policy is in conflict with China’s ambition of Unipolar Asia and Multipolar World order. 
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Thus, India has to realign, reorient and restatergise its act east policy to prevent China to establish its 

hegemony in the region and also save it identity in the region. 

 

 
 

 India’s ‘Act East’ policy and regional cooperation 
Syllabus: PSIR: Paper 2B, India’s look east policy 

India’s ‘Act East’ policy is a diplomatic initiative to promote economic, strategic and cultural relations with 

the vast Asia-Pacific region at different levels. ‘Act East’ and its early avatar, ‘Look East’ are not different; 

rather, they are two sides of the same coin, representing two different, but continuing phases in the evolution 

of India’s policy towards the Asia-Pacific region 

Need for India’s ‘Look east’ policy 

End of cold war and collapse of USSR was a watershed moment in world history. It had its implications around 

the world and India was not exception to it. India made series of changes in its domestic and foreign policy in 

order to adopt to the situation. They are, 

 First, India’s adoption of economic reforms in the early 1990s was a major shift in its development 

strategy.
 

 Second, India began adopting a multi-dimensional foreign policy that facilitated closer economic and 

strategic engagements with the United States (US).
 

 Third, Look East policy was India’s response to the new challenges it faced in the region after the 

collapse of the Cold War structures.
 

Engagement with South-east Asia was based on three major pillars. They are: 

 Elaborate institutional mechanisms;

 Economic interests including infrastructure development

 Connectivity; and common strategic interests.

Institutional mechanisms: 

 India is now an active member of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), the East Asian Summit (EAS) and 

the ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting Plus. Today there are 30 sectorial dialogue mechanisms and 

seven Ministerial-level interactions in addition to annual summit-level meetings.
 

 India has upgraded the trilateral US-Japan- India dialogue to ministerial level. Equally important is 

India’s participation in the quadrilateral meetings with the US, Japan and Australia, particularly since 

2017 which has underlined New Delhi’s interest to exchange views on the strategic environment of 

the Indo-Pacific region.
 

 A joint commission for bilateral cooperation at the level of foreign ministers with South Korea has 

been regularly meeting since 1996, as well as a Foreign Policy and Security Dialogue at the secretary 

level.
 

Economic engagement: 

 India and ASEAN:
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o ASEAN is one of the biggest trade areas with a market of 1.8 billion people and a combined 

GDP of about US$3 trillion. India-ASEAN annual trade today accounts for more than US$80 

billion for the first time in history, although the figure is still far below the target of US$200 

billion set for 2020. 

o A good deal of ASEAN private investment has also flowed into India. Singapore becoming its 

investment and trading hub. 
 

 India and Japan:

o  Though India and Japan entered into a comprehensive economic partnership agreement 

(CEPA) in 2011, the volume of bilateral trade has been decreasing. However efforts are 

ongoing to review the terms of the CEPA to give a boost to bilateral trade. 
 

o India believes that Japan’s technological and economic prowess can help accelerate India’s 

development by transforming its infrastructure and manufacturing sectors. New Delhi decided 

to set up a number of Japanese industrial townships and electronic parks in India. In turn, 

Tokyo agreed to support India’s ‘Make-in India’, ‘Digital India’ and ‘Skill India’ programs. 
 

o The volume of Japanese private investment in India has increased since 2014 owing to the 

Indian government’s efforts, like the creation of a special Japan Plus desk at the Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry to minimize the bureaucratic obstacles in clearing investment 

projects. 
 

o The cumulative Japanese investment in India from April 2000 to December 2016 amounted 

to US$ 25.2 billion, accounting for eight percent of India’s total FDI during that period. 
 

o India’s Act East Policy is closely connected with its long-term vision of developing its 

Northeastern region (NER) which is considered as a gateway to Southeast Asia. 
 

o Japan’s interests in the NER are deeply rooted in history, there is a broad bilateral consensus 

to cooperate for the development of the region. 
 

o The Tokyo Declaration, underscored Japan’s commitment to enhancing connectivity and 

development in the NER and stressed the need for linking the region with other economic 

corridors within India and Southeast Asia for the economic progress of the region. 
 

o India-Japan Act East Forum which is conceived of as a platform for bilateral cooperation. The 

forum will identify projects for the economic advancement of the region, with focus on 

connectivity projects, disaster management and environment and people-to-people 

contacts through tourism and culture. 
 

o Both countries are keen to extend their cooperation to the broader Indo-Pacific region. This 

includes the African continent too. In May 2016, Modi announced a proposal to develop an 

Asia- Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC) with the support of Japan. 
 

o It is significant to note that both India and Japan are already collaborating in projects in Sri 

Lanka (LNG related infrastructure), Myanmar (development efforts in the Rakhine state), 

Bangladesh (road and reconstruction of bridges) and in Kenya (health services). Both countries 

have had long engagement with the African continent which would be useful in promoting the 

goals of the AAGC 
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 India and South Korea:

o They signed a CEPA in 2009 that helped the bilateral trade to increase to US$ 20.5 billion in 

2011 though it dropped in the following years. 
 

o Korea’s presence in the automobile sector has become prominent, with Hyundai Motors 

playing a key role. Hyundai has also started another plant recently to increase its market 

presence. South Korea has virtually taken over India’s electronics sector with Samsung and 

LG playing a prominent role. Hyundai, Samsung and LG have won the confidence of Indian 

consumers and have become household names across India. 

o Samsung has also established its biggest mobile phone manufacturing unit in India. 

Strategic engagement: 

 With Modi’s adoption of the Act East policy, the strategic factor has assumed greater salience. India 

has now forged strategic partnerships with Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia, Japan, South Korea and 

Australia

Need for Strategic engagement: 

 First and foremost, India is concerned about the strategic uncertainties in the region following the 

decline of US influence and the rapid rise of China. For instance, Logistic exchange agreement with 

Singapore for the presence of Naval forces in Changi base.
 

 Second, as a country dependent on sea-borne trade for its sustenance, it recognizes the inherent rights 

of all countries to freedom of navigation, over flight, and unimpeded commerce in open seas. 

Maritime security is an important aspect of India’s Act East policy.
 

 India’s Act East policy has a strong synergy with Japan’s Free and Open Indo-Pacific and South Korea’s 

New Southern Policy. All three recognize the centrality of the ASEAN region and their economic and 

strategic interests converge in the Indo-Pacific and provide a great opportunity for mutual 

cooperation.
 

 QUAD is another strategic engagement with USA, Japan and Australia.

 Defense co-operation with South-east Asian countries. For instance, Vietnam has shown interest in 

buying Brahmos missile
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Strengthening India–Vietnam Friendship 
Syllabus: GS 2: International relations; PSIR: Paper 2B- India's Look East Policy 

Context: High-level dignitary to visit India from Comprehensive Strategic Partner, Vietnam 

The year 2021 marks the fifth anniversary of the Comprehensive Strategic Partnership between India and 

Vietnam, and in 2022 the two countries are going to celebrate 50 years of their diplomatic ties. 

 

 
1.1 Foundation for strengthening of the relations: 

 The Comprehensive Strategic Partnership was signed between the two countries in 2016. 

 Five Years have elapsed since then and both the countries have put across to the World Trade 

Organization and UN the case for promoting global south cooperation, mitigating effects of climate 

change, maritime security, renewable energy, promotion of culture and other aspects with regard to 

developing countries. 
 

1.2 Need to Build Upon Joint Vision for Peace, Prosperity and People Agreement —2020 signed by both the 

countries in the first ever Virtual Summit held between the Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi and his 

then Vietnamese counterpart, Nguyen Xuan Phuc, includes 

 Peace: This would be achieved through institutional exchanges and mutual strategic trust. Noting the 

importance of ASEAN, fostering practical relations between ASEAN and India would result in peaceful 

conditions in the region. 
 

 Prosperity: Considering the Covid-19 pandemic, the two countries need to work towards developing 

reliable and efficient supply chains. It is through by strengthening partnership in the oil and gas sector, 

climate change and Sustainable Development Goals. In addition to this, India would be expanding 

Mekong-Ganga Quick Impact Projects, ITEC (Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation) and e-ITEC 

programmes in diverse sectors. 
 

 People: People of both the countries have an affinity for each other which must be exploited for 

greater people-to-people exchanges by simplifying visa procedures and facilitating tourism. Cultural 

exchanges should be strengthened by Parliamentary exchanges and relations between Indian States 

and Vietnamese provinces 
 

1.3 Issues of Discussion during the visit 
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Viewing the Joint Vision Statement, a Plan of Action for 2021–2023 was signed by the Foreign Ministers of 

both countries during this high-level visit includes   Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) signed are as under: 

 Implementing Agreement on Defence Industry Cooperation. 

 Agreement for US$ 5 million Indian Grant Assistance for Army Software Park at National 

Telecommunications University, Nha Trang. 

 Implementing Agreement for CUNPKO-VNDPKO for cooperation in UN Peacekeeping. 
 

 New Development Partnership projects in heritage conservation in Vietnam, which include the 

temple at My Son, Dong Duong Buddhist monastery in Quang Nam province 
 

 Launch of a bilateral project for Encyclopedia on India-Vietnam Civilizational and Cultural 

interactions 
 

1.4 Assertiveness of China as matter of importance 

 India’s bone of contention with China ranges from the Himalayas to the Indian Ocean. 

 Both the countries share territorial borders with China and Vietnam is always careful in its strategic 

relationship with China. 
 

 The Paracel islands in the South China Sea remain a contentious area where China has been 

sporadically active and moot point is whether the Indian Navy should play a more active role in the 

region. 

 India has conducted Exercise Passex which has improved its interoperability with the Vietnam Navy 

1.5 Through the Prism of the Indo-Pacific Concept 

 As India's ‘Look East’ policy matures, New Delhi is now seeking to engage countries in the Chinese 

periphery. The changing geostrategic dynamics have also forced Vietnam to forge greater strategic 

cooperation with India. 
 

 Sharing an identical value perspective on the Indo-Pacific and hence augmenting their strength in the 

regional order would facilitate maritime security, reviewing opportunities and challenges in the region, 

as well as building an equitable and open trade and investment system. 
 

1.6 India–Vietnam relations are propelled by the twin dyads 

 Darren Lim and Zack Cooper’s theoretical model explains this through two major determinants of 

security alignment behaviour. 

 
 

a. The first determinant: It is the spectrum of security alignment whether weak, moderate or strong. India– 

Vietnam strategic relations would qualify somewhere in between the moderate to strong alignment with 

routine joint training exercises or combat exercises and formal bilateral mechanisms of strategic cooperation 

among their bureaucracies (MoD and MEA) and at the Track-II level. 

b. The second determinant in Lim and Cooper model is ‘Path Dependency’ in alignment behaviour. Both 

Vietnam and India have major security disputes with China ,India on its land border (the latest being in 

Ladakh) and Vietnam on its maritime border (South China Sea). These two determinants provide a 
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convincing rationale for closer India–Vietnam relations. 

Sources: 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/strengthening-india-vietnam-friendship-pkchakravorty-141221 

 

India’s Opportunity in the Middle East 
Syllabus: PSIR: Paper 2B – Middle East 

The Middle East or West Asia is witnessing increased diplomatic activity in recent months with regional 

leaders, squabbling among themselves not too long ago, engaging each other at various levels and forums. 

Current Developments 

 Saudi Arabia and Qatar have buried their four-year fight 
 

 While Turkey and UAE are engaging in talks, and Iran and Saudi Arabia have admitted to 

negotiations between their officials. 
 

  Egypt and Turkey too have indicated the willingness to talks while there is a wider debate on re- 

admitting Syria into the Arab League fold 

 

 
US Influence on the Region 

 The US influence in the Middle East plays an important role in determining the foreign policy 

priorities of regional states. 
 

o For example, under the Trump administration, the world saw heightened tensions in the 

Persian Gulf with occasional fears of a direct confrontation between Iran, the US and its 

regional allies 
 

o US diplomatic efforts led to the signing of Abraham Accords between Israel and four Arab 

countries—UAE, Bahrain, Morocco and Sudan—in late 2020. 
 

 
Need for Regional Stability 

 Saudi Arabia wants to emerge as a regional economic and business hub to realise, if not all, at least 

part of the Vision 2030 goals, the pet project of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman,  
 

 There is a change of guard in Iran with a more hardliner government keen to address Iran’s 

economic challenges and manage public anger. 
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 Turkish leader Recep Tayyip Erdoğan faces one of the most difficult challenges in the run up to the 2023 

elections, and wishes to use diplomacy to overcome both economic challenges and declining 

popularity. 
 

 The UAE, on the other hand, wants to reinforce its position as a regional diplomatic heavyweight. Iraqi, 

Egyptian, Jordanian and Qatari leaders too have domestic and regional compulsions to invest in 

diplomatic initiatives. 

Opportunities for India in Middle East 

 India has significantly reoriented its Middle East policy with vigorous bilateral engagements focusing on 

increasing trade, business and investment activities and strengthening defence and military 

partnerships. 
 

 Country has developed closer partnership since 2014 are Israel, Saudi Arabia and the UAE forming India 

‘s core middle east policy 
 

   Countries such as Iran, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain and Iraq, forming the immediate periphery with 

energy security, safety of Indian community and connectivity considerations 
 

 Improved bilateral relations and greater diplomatic engagements have helped India deal with 

challenges emanating from the region more effectively. 
 

o Evacuation of its nationals from Yemen in 2015 and fulfillment of its energy needs after US 

sanctions on Iran in 2018–19 
 

Greater engagement of Indian diplomacy 

 New Delhi was more comfortable balancing regional engagements when faced with conflicting 

situations such as between Iran and Saudi Arabia or Israel and Palestine 
 

 India has also signalled that it will no longer be apprehensive of engaging in regional or multilateral 

initiatives if this serves its interests. 
 

For example, the External Affairs Minister, Dr S. Jaishankar, held a meeting with his Israeli, Emirati and US 

counterparts during his five-day visit to Israel in October 2021 with focus on enhancing India’s economic 

engagements with the regional bloc emerging under the umbrella of Abraham Accords. 

 

 
Way Forward 

 The new regional developments bode well for India in terms of its interests in regional security and 

stability, but more importantly offer an opportunity for New Delhi to enhance its diplomatic and 

economic engagements with the regional countries. 
 

 Trade, business and investments should form the core of the Indian engagements without necessarily 

needing to take straightforward position on conflicting issues. 
 

 There are immense economic opportunities that the region offers, especially in non-conventional 

sectors such as healthcare, tourism, education, sports and entertainment and greater diplomacy can 

pave the way for Indian industries, businesses and start-ups to partner with the regional businesses. 
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Conclusion 

The key objectives of the new diplomatic initiatives in the Middle East are reducing regional tensions and giving 

impetus to intra-regional economic activities to overcome the challenges posed by the COVID-19, and this 

certainly offers a window of newer, more and bigger opportunities for India and its business community. 

Quote For Note 

The world has changed. India cannot sit isolated in one corner and determine its future – PM Narendra Modi 

Sources: 

https://www.idsa.in/idsacomments/indias-opportunity-in-the-middle-east-mmquamar-221121 
 
 
 
 

 

Understanding the U.S. strategy of ‘Asia Pivot’ 
Syllabus: PSIR: Paper 2B – USA 

The U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken is currently on his maiden trip across Southeast Asia, which 

includes meetings in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand, a visit that signals Washington’s sustained interest 

in having strong ties with countries in the region even as tensions with China continue to mount across 

different policy issues. 

 

 

 
Re-emphasis of policy 

 With the world gradually emerging from the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic, including economically 

paralysing lockdowns in many parts of Asia, the administration of U.S. President Joe Biden looks to 

be re-emphasising his Democratic predecessor Barack Obama described as the ‘Asia pivot’ or 

‘regional rebalancing.’ 
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 Under this strategic approach Washington would seek to deepen ties with likeminded Asian nations, 

while the unstated goal of balancing the aggressive rise of China as a regional hegemon would very 

much be a driving force shaping the nature of the parleys 
 

 A wide range of policy subjects are included within the framework of this strategic thrust, including 

maritime security, technology, public health and biosecurity, trade and investment and climate 

change, 
 

Specific goals pursuing by Washington in Asia 

 The Includes focus on soft power to forge agreements in areas of policy such as maritime cooperation 

and education and Peace Corps exchange 
 

 The white house is also clearly seeking to leverage the opportunities for cooperation and 

international assistance that have opened during pandemic, including vaccine supply 
 

o USA had already donated 300 million coronavirus vaccines to Indo Pacific region, amount to 

30%of its global contribution 
 

o Mr. Blinken underscored that vaccine provided by US were “no string attached”  as offshoot 

statement to Chinese corporation that supplied millions of doses to other nations have been 

found that it is ineffective against Delta variance 
 

 US agenda for Asia is sharply focussed on advocating for human rights 

o China,  Russia and other nation in South Asia such as Bangladesh were excluded 

from “Democracy Summit ” 
 

Major Challenges and Strategic dilemma 

 The major challenge for Washington is on the economic front, it is seen as lacking a broad Asia 

economic strategy. Contrarily, China trade with every country across the Indo pacific region almost 

uniformly surpasses with US trade 

o Southeast Asia two-way trade with china touched $685 billion in 2020, “more than 

double that of region trade with the U.S” 
 

o ASEAN nations looking for more on economic cooperation front, as especially U.S is 

not party to two mega –trade pacts in Asia, the RCEP and CPTPP 
 

o China has steamed ahead across the region, mostly of its own through Belt and Road 

Initiative, which focuses on construction of infrastructure including roads, railways 

and ports 
 

o Laos, Vietnam and Indonesia for example have completed infrastructure projects with 

financial support from Beijing 
 

 China aggressive actions in South China Sea, and its fraught relationship with Taiwan 

o Beijing is alleged to have deployed anti-ship and surface to air missiles in this sensitive area 

disregard of international tribunal decision 
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o It has periodically flown warplanes over Taiwan, leading to alarm bells in west particularly 

west 
 

 Thus, USA is in dilemma to focus on China and prepare for next bipolar contest or act as 

global police man for the present international order 
 

Sources: 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/explained-understanding-the-us-strategy-of-asia- 

pivot/article37995079.ece 
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Books Reviews 
 

The Battle of Belonging: On Nationalism, Patriotism and What it         m eans 
to be Indian 

 

Syllabus: GS 1 Different models of democracy - deliberative, participatory and representative, 

Contemporary and Classical theories 

Context: Diagnosis of the contemporary challenges in Indian nationalism, and Tharoor’s vision for a 

repurposing of nationalistic understanding that countervails India’s present version of majoritarian 

nationalism. 

 
The book mainly deals with nationalism and its connected discourses have become a bone of contention 

around the world. 

                                                                                  

 
A tour d’horizon of nationalism of Tharoor 

 It effectively comprises three parts: 

o It includes sustained delineation of the evolution of nationalism in theory and practice 

including its developments in India 
 

o Diagnosis of the contemporary challenges in Indian nationalism. 
 

o Tharoor’s vision for a repurposing of nationalistic understanding that countervails India’s 

present version of majoritarian nationalism 
 

Evolution of Nationalism 

 It differentiates the definition of nationalism, distinguish it from patriotism 

  It races its growth from an idea of unity and solidarity during the World Wars to a more narrow 

and polarizing force worsen by the danger of neoliberalism and globalization. 
 

 He identifies nine different categories of nationalism, though his subsequent focus concerns only 

two (Ethnic and civic) 
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Tharoor’s tour d’horizon of nationalism includes just about every major personality from Kautilya, Thomas 

Hobbes, and Rabindranath Tagore to Ernest Gellner, Benedict Anderson, and Yuval Noah Harari, among 

numerous others. 

 
Ethnic Nationalism versus Civic Nationalism 

 Ethnic nationhood inheres in the body, civic nationalism appeals to the mind. 

 Civic nationalism usually requires liberal democracy in order to evolve 

  Ethnic nationalism seems to require of its adherents that they should literally not think beyond 

their genes 
 

 There is a outline ethnic nationalism championed by the ruling government is currently eroding the 

civic nationalism rooted in constitutional liberalism and the values of India’s freedom struggle 
 

 
Contemporary Challenges in Indian Nationalism 

 The book deals with wide and sometimes repetitive account of the problems with the nationalism 

prevalent in India today that are : 
 

o It outlines the struggle between the northern and southern halves of India underscored by 

the primacy of Hindi 
 

o The role of social media in stretching the fault lines of Indian democracy 
 

o It also highlights relentless and remarkably readable in documenting everything that 

Tharoor believes is corrupting nationalistic identity in India. 
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Solid and safe 

  He cites the words of eminent academic Pratap Bhanu Mehta in a book , as issued to the former in 

a piece of private communication: “We need political, not metaphysical solutions.” 
 

o Tharoor chooses to largely sidestep Mehta’s suggestion by advocating an honest but 

overused endorsement of democracy and constitutionalism for the India of the future 
 

o It highlights the characteristic reminders of India’s secular spirit, and the importance of “unity 

in diversity” through Tharoor’s trademark thali metaphor (seeing India as distinct from 

America’s concept of the melting pot) 
 

Sources: 

https://livewire.thewire.in/out-and-about/books/shashi-tharoor-book-the-battle-of-belonging-review/ 
 
 
 
 

 

India and Asian Geopolitics: The Past, Present, by Shivshankar Menon 
A former National Security Adviser and top diplomat traces the changes in India’s foreign policy, maps its 

present-day challenges, and suggests prescriptions for the future 

 
 
 

Foreign policy 

 The conventional wisdom about Jawaharlal Nehru’s foreign policy was considered too idealistic. He 

is accused of being prisoner of his own beliefs. S Jaishankar, External affairs minister, blames “legacy 

issues or India’s current China problem 
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 However, Menon has different narrative. He describes China’s occupation of Tibet was an important 

moment in the history. He argues Tibetans did not want to antagonize Chinese. And by the time they 

sought help it was too late. 
 

 He further argues, India had limited military option in Tibet. General Cariappa told Nehru in October 

1950; the Tibetans had no military capacity to withstand the battle-hardened People’s Liberation 

Army 

On Non alignment 

 He has talked about the success of non-alignment movement of India. 

 “It achieves most of its early goals in the 1950s such as decolonization, the partial test ban treaty 

and international boycotts of apartheid South Africa... it was also a useful buffer and channel 

between the superpowers,” 
 

On China 

 The more India rises, the more relations between India and China will shift away from cooperation to 

competition. 
 

 “India’s biggest strategic challenge today is managing its relationship with China and dealing with 

the consequences of China’s rise. And it must include other powers that share India’s interests”. 
 

Quotes for your notes: 

 
Source: 

https://www.thehindu.com/books/books-reviews/india-and-asian-geopolitics-the-past-present-review- 

india-in-a-changing-world/article34613537.ece 

 
 
 

 

The India Way: Strategies for an Uncertain World, by S. Jaishankar 
What should be the direction of India’s foreign policy as the global order changes? India’s External Affairs 

Minister S. Jaishankar seeks to address this question in his new book 

The global order is undergoing changes. If it was largely bipolar during the Cold War and then briefly unipolar 

after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, there are signs of emerging multipolarity. China is already the 

world’s second largest economy and a major military power. Russia has come out of its self- imposed strategic 

retreat. From Germany to Japan and India to Brazil, middle powers are also expected to play key roles in the 

new order 
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Foreign Policy 

In that sense, Jaishankar lays out the broad framework of India’s policymaking. He emphasizes a realistic 

approach free of dogmas, willing to take risks and ready to engage different powers at the same time. In his 

words: “This is a time to engage America, manage China, cultivate Europe, reassure Russia, bring Japan into 

play,” 

He doesn’t favour India joining any alliance system. But he doesn’t support the old school non-alignment 

either. His bet is on “multiple engagements” for a multipolar world. “It appears more energetic and 

participative as compared to an earlier posture of abstention or non-involvement. 

He argues. “Where we have remained uninvolved, we are nevertheless left to face consequences” 

When it comes to China, his mantra is realism. He commends the “strategic maturity” that’s at work between 

the two countries. “That realization led to the Wuhan and Chennai summits... both occasions were exercises 

in pure realism.” History 

Quotes for notes 

 

Sources: https://www.thehindu.com/books/books-reviews/the-india-way-strategies-for-an-uncertain-world- 

review-preparing-for-a-multipolar-world/article32869090.ece 

 
 
 
 

 

How India Sees the World: Kautilya to the 21st Century by    Shyam Saran 
How India Sees the World reinforces several persistent insinuations and inferences and reveals interesting 

anecdotes about major episodes of Indian foreign policy using Kautilya’s Arthashastra as a constant reference 

point. 
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On foreign policy 

 Saran sees the Indian subcontinent as a single geopolitical and ecological space with a shared history 

and economic interdependencies and its eventual integration, transcending national boundaries, as 

the ultimate objective of India’s foreign policy. In this regard, India’s proposals for South Asia 

Customs Union, Common Currency and even South Asian Parliament to achieve the objectives. 

 Saran sees hope in India becoming a powerful engine of growth for all its neighbors, as an opportunity 

and not an adversary. 
 

Towards Pakistan 

 He suggests realist approach towards Pakistan. However, reluctance in raising issues like Balochistan 

which, he says, should be part of India’s “counter-constraint” strategy, for the objective is to manage 

this adversarial relationship and not any grand reconciliation or friendship. 
 

Towards China 

 Poor understanding of China, where he was posted in two stints, has cost India dearly. Right up to 

1985, explains Saran, China suggested the border dispute be settled on the “package proposal” put 

forward by Zhou Enlai in 1960: that China would accept the alignment as defined by the McMahon 

Line in the east, while India should accept the Chinese alignment in the west. 
 

 However the proposal was rejected by India stating that it would legitamise forceful occupation of 

Aksai Chin during 1962 war. Today China has become more assertive in both Northern and Eastern 

sector. 
 

Nepal Policy 

 Saran has criticized India’s Nepal policy. In the face of China’s expanding economic engagement 

leading to its increased involvement in Nepal’s domestic politics, Saran sees India’s Nepal policy 

continuing to be “episodic and crisis-driven” and weak. 
 

In our world today, where networking and not hegemony provides the power to influence global trends, he 

shows how this outlook holds promise 
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Quote for a note 

 
Source:https://www.thehindu.com/books/books-reviews/the-art-and-craft-of 

diplomacy/article19819328.ece 

 
 
 
 

 

Protest and Social Movements in the Developing World – Edited by Shinichi 
Shigetomi and Kumiko Makino 

This book is the outcome of a two-year dialogue among academics concerned to identify “the contextual 

conditions—such as institutions, resources and organizations—surrounding the social movement actors, 

to find what conditions determine the course of action” 

  

 
Different from the Western world 

 Shinichi Shigetomi opens with a critical review of social movement theories in relation to 

development. His premise is that Western theories are unlikely to have sufficient explanatory power 

in environments whose political and economic conditions differ significantly from those in which 

these theories emerged. 
 

 Such theories include “structural grievance models,” which assume that people will collectively 

challenge systems that threaten what they identify as their common interests, while various “actor- 

centered models” focus on the capacity of social movement organizations to mobilize resources, and 

how they frame and seize political opportunities. 
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 Noriko Hataya provides a perceptive history of a Colombian organization that originated in the social 

pastoral work of the Catholic Church. Initially a nongovernmental organization (NGO) consortium, it 

sought to promote peace and justice in a region wracked by political violence and characterized by 

poverty and displacement. The organization successfully brokered external and government resources 

for its “peace laboratories,” 
 

 However, in Provincial development forums in Thailand, Shinichi Shigetomi shows that the economic 

dependence of the Surin Forum exposed it to donor agendas, so that it “did not have a free hand for 

resource use” 
 

Fragmentary opportunities 

Kenji Otsuka describes “fragmentary opportunities” as, in some cases the institution actually exist, however 

it’s hard to predict as to where and when [fragmentary opportunities] will emerge, as well as disappear, 

particularly in the context of tremendous “institutional and social change” 

For instance, in China, Protest against environment degradation in local level may or may not yield results. 

Because sometimes local government do not have capacity to take any action. Sometimes, Central 

government may have sufficient resource to undertake measures to prevent environment degradation. Thus, 

opportunity can come from anywhere 

Political opportunity structure theory 

Koichi Usami uses “political opportunity structure theory” to analyze the piquetero movement's use of 

road blockades to mount provincial-level protests against massive poverty and unemployment arising from 

Argentina's adoption of neo-liberal policies from the 1990s, and to demand social assistance benefits 

Collective identity of social movements: 

These movements address the more subjective or cognitive aspects of social movements, such as collective 

identity and framing. For instance 

 Akio Yonemura focuses on indigenous people's movements in Mexico 

 Mayumi Murayama on the women's movement in India 

 Katsuya Mochizuki on youth movements in Nigeria 

However collective identity movement are often criticized as western influence, cultural imperialism etc. 

For instance: women's movement is necessarily set in a wider context given the clichéd criticism that 

feminists are “Westernized, colonialists and cultural imperialists. 

“NGO-ization of social movements. 

 Highlighted by Sonia Alvarez in Brazil and Islah Jad in Occupied Palestine, as political goals are 

translated into time-bound projects, technocracy displaces activism, and donors set the agenda: 

movements are thereby domesticated and join the development industry. 
 

 It is not surprising, then, that NGOs are portrayed “as compliant servants to foreign influence” against 

which social movements assert their authenticity. 

The editors have underlined following aspects as important for social movement. They are: 

 The importance of resources (information and technical as well as material and financial assistance). 

 The historical and environmental conditions for social movements (e.g., preexisting organizations or 

networks). 
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 Institutions (not only political and administrative, but also ideologies and “values, cognitive systems 

and patterns of behavior which are widely shared and taken for granted in society”. 

 Grievances per se do not translate into social mobilization in the absence of the other conditions. 
 

 External funding may confer legitimacy and broaden the room for political maneuver; or it may 

distort and undermine a movement's authenticity. 
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